Mobile money
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of exchange provide a tipping point in the shift towards the cashless society.
The ability to replace cash with digital money
transferred via mobile phone has been one of the ‘next
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for years been predicting widespread use of mobile
payments for a range of activities from transportation
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[SYPHEPPXEOISJJMRXLIXIGLRSPSK]WEZZ])YVSTIER
QEVOIXWTVSFEFP]PIHF]TEVXRIVWLMTWFIX[IIRFEROW
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was that regulation and the willingness of consumers
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JI[IVWE[[EWXLEXWIVZMRKXLIYRFEROIHTSTYPEXMSR
in Africa would be the catalyst for change. Today, with
QSVIQSRI]¾S[MRKEVSYRH%JVMGEF]QSFMPITLSRI
the adoption of micro-payment systems spreading
globally and the associated regular coverage of the
impacts in the Financial Times, Wall Street Journal and
The Economist, many now believe that we really are at
a point of change.
The principle has been proved that innovation
often occurs where the need for change is greatest.
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physical infrastructures and a rural population
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here that technology can really demonstrate value
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XVERWEGXMSRW7YGLLEWFIIRXLIWYGGIWWSJTVSHYGXW
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can see a world, particularly in emerging economies,
where the majority of cash transactions have been
replaced by digital ones – and where most of these
will be made by our phones. Twenty years after the
invention of the Mondex electronic cash card system
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life on the rugged landscape of the African bush.
Consumer-focused digital money transactions via
QSFMPI TLSRI RS[ GSZIV FEROMRK WIVZMGIW IK
HITSWMXXEOMRKERHEGGSYRXQEREKIQIRX  XVERWJIVW
IK HMWXVMFYXMSR SJ WXEXI FIRI½XW SV TIVWSRXS
TIVWSRVIQMXXERGIW ERHTE]QIRXW IK WIXXPIQIRXW
SJ FMPPW ERH TYVGLEWIW SJ KSSHW ERH WIVZMGIW  -R
TVSZIRI\EQTPIWSJXLIWIWIVZMGIWEVIYTERH
running, not just in pilot programmes, but in full use by
QMPPMSRWSJTISTPIEVSYRHXLI[SVPH-R7SYXL%JVMGE
;M^^MX LEW TSWMXMSRIH MXWIPJ EW E ZMVXYEP FERO ERH
GYWXSQIVWGERYWIXLIMVTLSRIWXSQEOITIVWSRXS
person payments, transfer money, purchase pre-paid
electricity and pre-buy airtime for their mobile. This
WIVZMGIMWJSGYWIHSRXLIQMPPMSR7SYXL%JVMGERW
XLEXHSRSXLEZIFEROEGGSYRXWERHXLIWEQIQSHIP
MW MR YWI IPWI[LIVI MR /IR]E 14)7% GYWXSQIVW
ETTVS\MQEXIP]QMPPMSRSJXLIQ VIKYPEVP]XVERWJIV
money from one to another via their mobile, store
GEWLSRXLIMVTLSRIWERHEGGIWW1/)7,3EWITEVEXI
MRXIVIWXTE]MRKEGGSYRX MR8YVOI] QMPPMSRWSJTISTPI
WIRH QSRI] YWMRK8YVOGIPP´W QSFMPI WIVZMGI ERH MR
XLI4LMPMTTMRIW +'EWLMWELMKLP]WYGGIWWJYPQSFMPI
wallet service enabling cashless and cardless micro-
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As has been seen in Africa, if systems
are successful for the poor unbanked
XLI]EVIUYMGOP]EHSTXIHEWXLI
standard.
transactions, including payments to shops and utilities
ERH XVERWJIVW XS SXLIV TISTPI &] QIIXMRK E GPIEV
need to provide simple and secure access to basic
½RERGMEPWIVZMGIWXSXLSWI[MXLSYXFEROEGGSYRXWMR
the developing world, these and other systems have
made money transfer cheap and easy for millions.
8LI]EVIFIMRKIQFVEGIHEWTEVXSJQMGVS½RERGI
programmes across Asia and Africa and have global
WYTTSVXJVSQXLI;SVPH&EROEW[IPPEWELSWXSJ
major commercial organisations, including mobile
STIVEXSVWERHVIXEMPFEROW
&EGOMRXLIHIZIPSTIH[SVPH[LIVIXLIMHIEMRMXMEPP]
JEMPIH XS XEOI SJJ [I GER RS[ WII QER] SJ XLI
ingredients coming together for the shift to mobile
money. Foremost have been pre-pay cards on public
transit systems, such as Oyster Card in London,
which have now evolved into micro-payment
WGLIQIW -R .ETER SZIV  QMPPMSR TISTPI GEVV]
phones capable of serving as a wallet. With the roll
SYXSJ2*' RIEV½IPHGSQQYRMGEXMSR XIGLRSPSKMIW
now under way, the ability to migrate these to your
QSFMPIMWMQQMRIRX%GGSVHMRKXS:-7%)YVSTI³8LI
XIGLRSPSK] JSV TE]MRK [MXL GIPP TLSRIW F] ¾EWLMRK
them near reading equipment in stores or on public
XVERWTSVX MW VIEH] ERH XLI MRMXMEP JIIHFEGO MW KSSH
¯ XVMEPW WLS[ XLEX GSRWYQIVW SZIV[LIPQMRKP] PMOI
MX &YX XLI FMKKIWX TVSFPIQ LEW FIIR XLI FYWMRIWW
QSHIP´;MXL XLI MQTIXYW JSV GLERKI RS[ FYMPHMRK
and regulators recognising the need to enable

QSFMPI FEROMRK XS WGEPI XLI WYGGIWWIW JVSQ%JVMGE
and Asia are providing the basis for new business
QSHIPW KPSFEPP] 8LI MRHYWXV] MW QEOMRK WXVSRK
TVIHMGXMSRWEREP]WXWEX+-%ERH&IVK-RWMKLXJSVIGEWX
XLEX ³F]  QSFMPI ½RERGMEP WIVZMGIW [MPP FI
YWIHF]FMPPMSRTISTPIKPSFEPP]´ .YRMTIV6IWIEVGL
TVIHMGXW XLEX³EW QER] EW SRI LEPJ SJ XLI [SVPH´W
QSFMPI WYFWGVMFIVW [MPP FI QEOMRK QTE]QIRXW F]
 [MXLQMPPMSRTISTPIQEOMRKQTE]QIRXW
SRXLI-RHMERWYFGSRXMRIRXEPSRI´
-R LMW MRMXMEP ZMI[ SR XLI JYXYVI SJ QSRI] JSV XLI
*YXYVI %KIRHE TVSKVEQQI (EZI &MVGL WYKKIWXIH
that ‘Money as an acceptable means of exchange is
already undergoing change. Money is useless as a
medium unless it is acceptable to both parties in
E XVERWEGXMSR -R QER] GSYRXVMIW GEWL MW JEPPMRK EW E
TVSTSVXMSR SJ XVERWEGXMSRW´ ,I EWOIH³-R E HIGEHI
will cash still be there? Why? Might we eliminate
QSRI]XLVSYKL±XYVFSFEVXIV²#-WGEWLVITPEGIQIRX
realistic and under what circumstances? Why now?
;LMGL XIGLRSPSKMIW LEZI GSQI XSKIXLIV XS QEOI
this a point in time when the possibility of a change
from cash to an alternative means of exchange is not
SRP]GVIHMFPIFYXEPWSMRGVIEWMRKP]TVSFEFPI#´,IXLIR
gave his view that:
“The means of exchange is most immediately subject to
the pressure of rapid technological change, particularly
WMRGI[IEVIEXSRISJXLSWIMR¾I\MSRTSMRXWXLEXGSQI
along from time to time. The mobile phone is about to
become the most important means of exchange on a
KPSFEPFEWMWERHXLI½VWXXIGLRSPSK][MXLXLITSXIRXMEP
to replace notes and coins as the means of exchange
for the ‘average’ person.”
Others agree that, with everything that has gone before,
XLIXMQIMWVMKLXJSVGLERKI³;MPPIQ&YMXIV 4VSJIWWSV
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SJ )GSRSQMGW ERH JSVQIV GLMIJ IGSRSQMWX SJ XLI
)YVSTIER&EROJSV6IGSRWXVYGXMSRERH(IZIPSTQIRX
MWRSXXLI½VWXIGSRSQMWXXSXLMROEFSYXKIXXMRKVMHSJ
GEWL &YXLIQE]FISRISJXLI½VWXXSXLMROEFSYX
getting rid of cash in a technological era that actually
QEOIWMXIRXMVIP]JIEWMFPI´
“If the central problem has been the cost of transactions
for poor people, and the central solution is to use mobile
phones to make transactions, then the key compromise
is straightforward to set out: We must encourage
easy-entry competition for low-value, interpersonal
transactions and allow not only mobile operators but
other newcomers to deliver a service.”
1SVI VIEPMWXMG PMQMXW JSV XLI /RS[=SYV 'YWXSQIV
/=' ERH%RXM1SRI]0EYRHIVMRK %10 TVSXSGSPW
and increasing competition in the provision of mobile
payment services will bring hundreds of millions of
TISTPIMRXSXLI½RERGMEPW]WXIQ8LMW[SYPHHIPMZIV
EWMKRM½GERXRIX[IPJEVIMRGVIEWIERHQEOIELYKI
difference to the daily lives of some of the poorest

‘People will always need cash for the
black economy and in many countries
XLEXMWWMKRM½GERX´

people. As has been seen in Africa, if systems are
WYGGIWWJYP JSV XLI TSSV YRFEROIH XLI] EVI UYMGOP]
EHSTXIHEWXLIWXERHEVH (IWMKRMRKJSVXLI³FSXXSQ
SJ XLI T]VEQMH´ MW E [MHIP] YWIH GLEPPIRKI FYX MR
mobile money transfer its worth is proven.
7S HSIW XLMW QIER XLI IRH SJ GEWL#8LI ZMWMSR SJ
  IPIGXVSRMG GEWL LEW EPVIEH] FIIR FSYRGIH
around for many years but few people truly see
XLMWEWEVIEPMX] -RE[SVOWLSTMR-RHME MX[EW
highlighted that ‘people will always need cash for
XLI FPEGO IGSRSQ] ERH MR QER] GSYRXVMIW XLEX MW
WMKRM½GERX´-RXLI9/EVSYRH SJGEWLTE]QIRXW
EVISYXWMHIXLIXE\EXMSRW]WXIQ MR-XEP] MXMW  MR
-RHME EVSYRH   ERH MR +VIIGI [IPP SZIV  
;LMPI WSQI QE] WII XLEX +VIIGI MW ER I\XVIQI
GEWIERHXLEXEWIGSRSQMGKVS[XLMR-RHMEGSRXMRYIW
QSVISJXLIQSRI]¾S[[MPPKSXLVSYKLXLISJ½GMEP
systems, it is clear that in most countries a good
percentage of the money that oils the wheels of
society and trade will continue to come from a
TSGOIXVEXLIVXLERETLSRI
However,
now everything – from all three
technological, regulatory, business and consumer
points of view – is coming together for a major shift
XSQSFMPIQSRI]XVERWEGXMSRW1ER]WIIXLEXF]
there will be fewer credit cards, less cash and well
over half of all consumer money transfers will be
digital, with the vast majority of these being done on
our phones.
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